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About This Content

Blood and Wine is the final expansion for The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt — an award-winning role-playing game set in a vast
fantasy open world.

Become professional monster slayer Geralt of Rivia and explore Toussaint, a remote land untouched by war, where you will
unravel the horrifying secret behind a beast terrorizing the kingdom. With all trails leading to dead ends, only a witcher can
solve the mystery and survive the evil lurking in the night. Introducing an entirely new realm to traverse, new characters and

monsters, Blood and Wine is a 20+ hour adventure full of dark deeds, unexpected twists, romance and deceit.

KEY FEATURES

Explore an entirely new part of The Witcher’s vast open world — the land of wine, Toussaint

Embark on over 30 hours of new adventures and discover a land unlike anything you’ve seen in Wild Hunt or Hearts of
Stone.

Visit new points of interest and set out on new side-quests in a realm rivalling No Man’s Land or Novigrad in size.

Kick back and relax in your very own vineyard, a real home away from home.
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Hunt down an elusive beast terrorizing the kingdom

Unravel the mystery of the strange killings — investigate a series of brutal murders and decipher the pattern to predict
who’s going to die next.

Discover the dirty secrets of Toussaint’s capital, Beauclair — explore the city by day, ask questions by night.

Use new gear, items, and combine them with your skill to slay monsters never before seen in the series.

Embark on your final quest in a world still brimming with things to do

Visit a world of fairytales gone wrong and battle surreal creatures you know from children’s tales and books.

Dye witcher armors in different colors thanks to an all-new game mechanic.

Take on knights in a grand tourney to show your true fighting skill, or set out to discover the gruesome mystery behind a
spoon-collecting creature known as a wight.

Team up with powerful allies to take down the beast terrorizing the kingdom, or turn a blind eye to what’s going on and
play Gwent with an all-new Skellige deck.
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Title: The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt - Blood and Wine
Genre: RPG
Developer:
CD PROJEKT RED
Publisher:
CD PROJEKT RED
Release Date: 30 May, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i5-2500K 3.3GHz / AMD CPU Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce GTX 660 / AMD GPU Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 35 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Turkish
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get it or you gay. dont do grass tho. Amazing.

Even better than the main game 10\/10. First of all, this DLC is more than just an additional gameplay. It's a story, with its
characters, its monsters and its territory. "Blood and Wine" came out just a year after the game did, that's why only the main
plot quests take 20 hours to complete. But to feel yourself really in the game, in Toussent, the extra missions are obligatory to
play. After some days of adventures in Toussent you won't want to come back to grey and gloomy Wyzima. Of course Toussent
is based on r.l. medieval France or might be Italy, where the knights' fights and wine feasts are the main activity of every young
man.
Despite the fact that its metascore is only 92\/100, I would give it 96 or 97, and that's the firm 10\/10.. A whole new game, just
go ahead and buy if you are into the witcher.
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